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REPORTS OF MEETINGS

AIRPORT CAPACI1Y IN THE SOUTH EAST

Tom Bass, Civil Aviation Authority
London, November 1989

Tom Bass made his second appearance with the Group during
1989, as part of the 1989/90 winter session, on this occasion dealing
with airport capacity rather than airline regulation. The two issues
are, however, becoming inter-related, as capacity limits the scope for
new carriers into busy centres such as Heathrow.

In 1988 the CAA revised its previous statement, no longer
stressing the question of domestic airline access, nor interline
promotion. No "new international airlines" were licensed at
Heathrow, and a 'presumption against new domestic services' at
Heathrow was also implied (an illustration being the recent rejection
of Britannia's application for a Heathrow-Jersey service). All cargo
and general aviation services would be excluded at peak periods. At
Gatwick, some former chartered operations were being converted to
scheduled services.

In contrast to BAA pIc, the CAA saw greater need for a new
runway in the South East by 2005. Demand factors considered
included growth of GDP, user response to price changes, changes in
aircraft size and load factor, and the contribution of regional
airports (the last, however, being marginal).

A 'traffic allocation model' has been developed by CAA,
including a forecast of total traffic, which is then allocated to
airports on the basis of:

- known origins and destinations
- relationship between frequency and demand
- minimum operable frequency
- costs of time and surface transport links
- fares differences between airports.
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It was concluded that passengers at the four main London area
airports (Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted and Luton) would double by
2005. Regional airports would grow faster as Heathrow and
Gatwick in particular become 'saturated'. An extra runway in the
South East would be needed by 2000, planning for which should
start now. No further restrictions would be placed on commercial
movements, but in due course it might become appropriate to ban
smaller aircraft. Business and private aircraft should continue to be
restricted at Heathrow and Gatwick, and these restrictions should
be extended to airways and as well as runway use. Indeed, airspace
considerations could become predominant.

At Gatwick alone, the current single runway could be handling
30 million passengers in 2005. In the same year, Heathrow would
handle 65 million, Stansted 33 million and Luton 5 million.

The consequence of not providing the additional capacity was
seen as passengers "lost" in each year of:

1995 1.7 - 4.0 million
2000 3.7 - 8.2 million
2005 7.0 -17.3 million

Traffic distribution options included:
- leaving it to the market
- scheduled preference
- pricing
- excluding small aircraft.

Action through pricing policy alone was limited by the
restriction imposed on BAA of "RPI - I" for annual price increases.

Substantial peak/off-peak price discrimination already exists, as
the following examples for Heathrow show:

Aircraft weight 16-50 tonnes
over 50 tonnes

Peak Off-peak
332 128
333 228
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Peak Off-peak

Per passenger:
domestic, April-October
domestic, November-March
international, April-October
international, November-March

6.50
4.15
12.10
1.55

1.55
1.55
1.55
1.55

Discussion focussed on the practicability of bidding systems to
allocate scarce capacity, including the scope for 'slot trading'.
Equity problems could be raised by the exclusion of marginal
airlines, such as international services from smaller countries.

Ed Thompson, of the House of Commons Transport Select
Committee, raised the idea of more passengers using regional
airports, perhaps with a hub airport being developed in the North of
England, and high-speed surface transport links. In discussion
concerning the feasibility of diversion to regional airports, Tom Bass
suggested a frequency of at least 4 flights per day would be seen as
the threshold at which use of the regional airport would become a
realistic alternative for a significant share of the market, in contrast
to routing via Heathrow or Gatwick. Although, in aggregate, traffic
via regional airports is substantial, the flows on specific routes are
relatively low in many cases. Nonetheless, Birmingham and
Manchester are developing rapidly.

David Bruce of Bristol Polytechnic raised the question of
European policy and the extent to which it influenced the CAA's
approach. In some respects however, the conflict appeared greater
with the USA, whose airlines has raised objections to the principles
of peak pricing.

(Further details of the CAA position and background caIculations
may be found in CAA Paper CAP548 'Traffic Distribution Policy for
the London area and strategic options for the long-term', published
in 1989).

Report by Peter R. White, Polytechnic of Central London
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A VIEWPOINT ON COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Jill Beardwood
London, January 1990

Benefit attributed to users under cost-benefit analysis normally
assumes that the effects on different users of a change in the
transport system are independent of each other. Hence changes in
journey time (or other elements of generalised cost) may be used to
deduce benefits to users in a fairly direct way. Jill Beardwood - then
based at LSE and now with Echenique & Partners - sought to
challenge this assumption by looking at a more dynamic process, in
which relocation of activity is incorporated.

Under conventional analysis, a demand curve may be drawn, as
in Diagram 1. A shift in costs (to the user) from Cb to Ca would
result in an increase in demand from Nb to Na. The change in cost
(DC) is equal to the new total cost [F + H) minus the previous cost
[E+ F), i.e.

DC = (F+H) - (E+F) = H-E

where H is the cost paid by the additional uses.

The change in consumer surplus (DS) would be represented by
the total surplus at the lower price level [D + E + G) minus the
previous net surplus, i.e.

DS = (D+E+G) - D = E+G

She also defmed the change in 'worth' (DW), i.e. benefit gained
by users from which the cost is subtracted to obtain the consumer
surplus. This change is given by

DW = (D+E+F+G+H) - (D+E+F) = G + H

However, these simple measures of changes become
inappropriate when considering changes in constrained situations.
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DW=(D+E+F+G+H)-(D+E+F) = G+H
DC = (F + H)-(E + F) = H-E
DS=(D+E+G)-D = E+G
Thus, DS = DW = DC

Diagram 1: Demand curve - dynamic condition

Diagram 2 shows a situation in which a new link is opened
across a barrier such as a river, on the eastern side of a circular city
(improved crossings over the Thames are an obvious example). This
induces many users in the south east sector to employ this link as an
easier way of reaching the central area. However, this increases
congestion on the link previously used by those coming from the
north east sector. This encourages some rerouteing, and relocation
of activity, so that many of their trips are redirected within the north
east segment instead of going to the central area.

In other words, accessibility has changed, in consequence of
other network changes. Improving conditions for one set of users
will affect the behaviour of others, which should be taken into
account.

This may be generalised into a notional case, as shown in
diagram 3. Two zones are defined - Erewhon (after Samuel Butler)
and Utopia (after Thomas More). The cost from i to j is defmed as
Cij, and deterrence as Dij.



Diagram 2: New link across a barrier (e.g. river crossing)
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She concluded by suggesting that maximising accessibility
should be seen as the objective in providing benefits from transport
systems, rather than travel itself. Through a series of calculations
(not reproduced here), she derived the "Equivalent Change in

Worth" as equal to:
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d12.'

Centre 1 Centre 2

d22.1.c22.0

Erewhon Utopia

dll.l. cll.0

d21.g

cij = cost from ito j
dij = deterrence between i and j

Diagram 3: New link - notional case

Generalising from this case, it may be shown that as cost
differences are reduced in one direction but not the other, the effect
may be to improve accessibility from one zone to another. For
example, if travel from Erewhon to Utopia were made easier, then
residents of Erewhon might become more likely to seek employment
in Utopia. This would increase competition for such employment,
perhaps making it necessary for some residents of Utopia to seek
employment in Erewhon. The additional journeys they are then
compelled to make as a result would, on the usual interpretation of
cost-benefit analysis, be interpreted as a benefit, yet in other senses
they would be seen as a cost, i.e. trip purposes which were formerly
satisfied within Utopia might now require additional journeys. The
money cost and other disutility involved in such journeys should not
be seen as 'benefits'.
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Average cost from origin
x Log Final effect accessibility

Initial effect accessibility

CHANGE IN THE TAXI MARKET

In metaphorical form the following story makes the same point:

Richard Balcombe, Transport & Road Research Laboratory
London, 18 April 1990

A certain transport economist liked to spend his leisure time
watching foxes. On one occasion he observed a particular animal
for two whole days.
The first day the fox caught and ate a pheasant and then slept in
the sun all afternoon. The naturalist wrote in his diary that the fox
seemed to have had quite a nice day.
The second day the Hunt appeared. The fox ran for many miles
before escaping them. The naturalist wrote in his diary that the fox
had expended far more time and energy on travel and so must have
had an absolutely wonderful day as a result.
He was a kind man and he liked foxes, so he wrote to the Hunt
asking them to visit that area more often.
Moral.' If you look only at external appearances you may be foxed
by travel behaviour.

Although much attention has been focussed on local bus
deregulation since the Transport Act of 1985 came into effect, it has
also had significant impacts on the taxi market, both directly-
through encouraging the removal of quantity limits in many areas -
and possibly indirectly, through the effects of bus service instability
stimulating further growth in taxi use. However, removal of
restrictions on formal taxi sharing, and 'taxibus' operation, have had
little effect nationwide.

In discussion, Peter White offered the suggestion of hospital
relocation as an example of the type of change she was discussing,
i.e. concentration of services in large area hospitals would cause
additional travel to be made in order to gain accessibility to the
same facilities as previously offered locally. This should be seen as a
cost, not a benefit, to the user.

For some years, the group within TRRL for which Richard
Balcombe is responsible have examined the taxi and private hire
care market, and recent studies have both extended earlier work,
and examined the 1985 Act changes. However, further change in
legislation for this sector now seems unlikely, following the
government's decision to drop a proposed Green Paper in Spring
1989.

[Further discussion about the use of the 'worth' concept, in
addition to the standard consumer surplus measure, may be found in
the article by Jill Beardwood and David Swain 'Economics made
easy, or ... A curse on consumer surplus, down with demand curves,
let's be reasonable about resource', Traffic Engineering & Control,
May 1989. A more detailed analysis of the effects of constrained
congestion is given in 'The evaluation of benefits in constrained and
congested situations', April 1990 issue.]

At present, about 15,000 licensed taxis operate in London, and
about 34,000 in the rest of England and Wales. Private hire cars
amount to about 35,000 or more in London (known there as
'minicabs'), and about 49,000 in the rest of England and Wales. The
crucial distinction is that only the licensed taxis may 'ply for hire'.

Within London, strict regulation of the licensed taxis is enforced
through the Public Carriage Office of the Metropolitan Police, but
no specific regulations at all apply to the minicab trade. Elsewhere,
all district councils are now required to operate a taxi licensing
scheme under the 1985 Act. Most also have some controls over
private hire cars, but this is not mandatory. Regulation of licensed
taxis may encompass limits on vehicle numbers in an area (outside
London), type and standard of vehicle, qualifications of drivers, the
fare scale, and perhaps other conditions also (such as the
compellability of the 'knowledge' test found in London). Private
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hire car control is less strict, usually applying only to the vehicle type
and standard, and perhaps driver qualifications.

Possible reforms which have been advocated include merging
the separate taxi and private hire categories, removing fares control,
removing quantity control, and - in the London case - changing the
'knowledge' test requirements, and introducing some control over
the minicabs.

Fares control is seen as an aspect of consumer protection. In
practice, price competition would be difficult, given the manner in
which users hail a cab. Should fares be controlled by local
authorities, or by the trade itself? The practicability of the latter
would be difficult, especially given the need to protect consumer
interests. Private hire cars, in contrast, are not subject to any price
regulation, this being a matter of negotiation between operator and
customer.

Quantity control has been justified on a number of arguments.
It may enable service quality to be maintained through ensuring
profitability), may avoid overcrowding of ranks, encourage efficiency
in use of resources, and protect investment by operators. it is also
argued that if more taxis were licensed, profit per vehicle would fall,
leading to an unstable supply.

Against these arguments, quantity control is seen as limiting the
level of service, inhibiting competition, and placing unnecessary
restrictions on business. From this, one might suggest either
abolishing limits entirely, or raising those now found.

Evidence of 'scarcity values' produced by quantity control may
be found in the values attached to 'plates' in such cases. For
example, about £11,000 - £12,000 in Liverpool, £14,000 to £17,000 in
Nottingham and £4,000 in Cardiff. Such cases often display
untypically high ratios of private hire cars to taxis (such as 4-5 in
Liverpool, 2 in Cardiff). This may be seen as a suppressed demand
for taxi journeys being handled by growth in hire cars.
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Since 1985, areas applying quantity control have seen an
increase in taxi numbers from about 15,000 to 18,000. In those areas
with no such control, the total has doubled from about 3,500 to
about 7,000. Most growth has occurred in medium-sized districts.

The overall rate of growth in taxi numbers is substantially higher
than previously anticipated from fitting a time-series model to
earlier trends. However, the growth in private hire has also been
greater than that of taxis. Could this indicate t he effects of bus
unreliability since deregulation?

Measuring demand for taxis is difficult, especially that of 'no
significant unmet demand' specified in the 1985 Act as a criterion
for retaining quantity licensing.

Methods of taxi hiring vary greatly. Hailing in the street
predominates in London (perhaps 76% of journeys), but in studies
made in Basingstoke and Northampton represented less than 10%
of passenger trips. Hailing at a rank, or (especially for radio taxis),
booking via an office, are the normal pattern. In the Basingstoke
case, radio taxis were found to be 50% more productive.

The effect of the 1985 Act has been to reduce the number of
districts applying a fixed quantity limit from 264 in 1985 to 169 in
1989. Of the total number of districts in 1989 (some 363, of which
about 70 had not operated a licensing system until required to do so
by the Act), 152 applied no quantity control at all. The remaining
211 in 1989 applied some regulation, but not always a rigid limit.
Among smaller districts, the majority have no quantity control, but
among the larger districts, the majority have retained it.

A survey in London last year examined about 20,000 passenger
journeys from about 200 driver logs. Both trips made and taxis
operated are rising, and demand outstrips supply. A high density of
pick-up points in central London (north of the river) was found,
with a slightly wider spread of destinations. Another focus was
Heathrow Airport.
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Although central government has decided not to make any
changes in taxi regulation, a Bill is currently being promoted in
Parliament by several London Boroughs to give private hire car
licensing powers to Boroughs, as given to district councils elsewhere.
A major concern is that of passenger safety, at present endangered
by lack of any identification or licensing system for private hire cars.

LPAC
Four-fold vision - interdependent and equal

(Details of the overall trends in the taxi industry since 1985
may be found in TRRL report RR24O, 'Taxi Licensing and the size
of the industry in 1989' by R.D. Fairhead. Results of other
recent work described briefly at the TEG meeting will be given in
a paper at the PTRC Summer Annual Meeting this September by
Richard Balcombe and David Fince, in stream D).

Civilised city offering World centre of
a high quality of international trade
environment and business

London

City of opportunities City of stable and
for all secure residential

neighbourhoods

Report by Peter R. White, Polytechnic of Central London

THE SCOPE FOR ROAD PRICING IN LONDON

In the 33 Unitary Development Plans each has an element that is
strategic. Strategic advice from LPAC is given to the Government,
Strategic Guidance is received from the Government.

Keith Gardner, London Planning Advisory Committee
London, June 1990

LPAD's main tasks are:

1. To advise the London Boroughs on planning, development and
transport issues of common interest to them.

At a well attended meeting of the TEG, chaired by Stuart Cole,
the future of road pricing was explored by Keith Gardner.

2. To advise Government Departments on what the Boroughs
think about planning, development and transport issues.

London in the year 2000, how will it look?

3. To let local authorities around Greater London, and any
bodies on which they and the London Boroughs are
represented, know what the London Boroughs think about
these issues.

Description of LPAC
When the GLC was abolished in 1986, LPAC (London Planning
Advisory Committee) was set up as advisory forum, to advise
governments, and London Boroughs on planning, development and
transport issues.

Members: 32 London Boroughs and the City of London
Car restraint was not in the original brief.

£100,000 research money is received from the Government this year.
LP AC Transport Strategy
,.. Modernisation and augmentation of rail and underground

systems.
Comprehensive traffic system management.

Restraint of cars coming into Central London.

,..
,..
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• Improved bus services.
Management and selective improvements to the orbital road
network in Outer London.
Better conditions for pedestrians and cyclists.
Co-ordination of land use and development with the transport
strategy.

• Tax subsidy on company cars eliminated.
After initial objections this was accepted by the Government.

•
•
•

Road Pricing Setting
Key: looking at what was there;

1. TASTE I, April 1988.
4 scenarios evaluated using TRRL's London Area Model

(LAM) (Figures 1 and 2).

2. TASTE II, March 1989.
Desk Research Studies and Sensitivity Testing of LAM results
including
• Road user charges
• Investment in rail
• Subsidy of public transport
• Park and ride
• Investment in roads in South West London
• Technical/modelling issues.

3. TASTE III, May 1990.
4 scenarios evaluated using DTp's London Transportation Studies

(LTS) Model- related to London Assessment Studies. Key:

"Scenario Testing"
Three scenarios; public transport emphasis; road construction
emphasis; pricing/management were tested against current
transport.
Single land use option. Forecast year is 2001.

Zones

Model zone boundary
Greater London boundary
1 Central London
2-5 Inner London
6-9 Inner suburban
10-13 Outer suburban
14-17 External commuter zones

Scenario One
• Committed road and traffic management schemes.
• Bus deregulation.
* Reduction of PT subsidy.
* Rolling stock and bus fleet renewal.

Note:
The LAM zone boundaries are not always
coincident with Borough boundaries. The River
also acts as a boundary except in Zone 1.

Figure 1: LAM zoning system
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Figure 2: Outline of LAM relationships

Appraisal
Scenarios appraised according to LPAC's objectives:
'" Accessibility
'" Environment
'" Equity
'" Safety and security
'" Finance
'" Economic regeneration.

17

Scenario Two
'" A number of new public transport services, e.g.

Bakerloo to Croydon
Supertube across central London
DLR to Thamesmead
LRT in Croydon area

Fares held at 1986 levels.
All BR off-peak services at least 4 per hour.

'"

Scenario Three
'" Selective new road construction, e.g.

(Note: schemes are representative only.)
Orbital around inner London
Kew to Falconwood
Orbital around outer London
Scratchwood to Hayes
Heathrow to Tolworth

Roads are access controlled much in cut and cover.
This was formulated by a working party of London Boroughs, LBL,
LUL, BR, DOT.

Scenario Four
'" Road pricing in central London in peak
>I< Public transport surcharge in central area in peak
'" Improved parking enforcement
>I< Expanded traffic management.
If we can't fund or provide road infrastructure what can we do? A
charge of £5 per day motorists within the central ring was suggested,
together with improved management and enforcement.
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LAM is not a network but can show speed relationships. It is fast
and interaction includes relationships not included in other models.
Model split.

.. Involves only a small loss of benefit to travellers
* Congestion significantly relieved in Central London
.. Accidents, especially in Central London, reduced
.. Only moderate public transport fares necessary to break even
.. Environmentally beneficial.
Achieves benefit of £300m per annum. "Virtuous" rather than
"vicious"cycle.
Variance of this used to improve public transport.

Indications 1
Scenario 1
.. Substantial increase in the demand for private car travel
.. Congestion becomes severe
.. Major real fares increases
.. General environmental deterioration
.. General regressive
.. Accidents increase ( +90 killed).
This was not what London Boroughs wanted for London. Others
were compared with these.

Policy Conclusions
Infrastructure
.. Little possible before 1996-2000 depending on level of

investment
.. Relieve rail bottlenecks
.. Some new rail lines:

Heathrow - East London
Channel Tunnel - East London

.. A few new orbital roads

.. Outer London town centres
road and rail.

Stratford as well as Kings Cross were proposed as Channel Tunnel
terminals.

Indications 2
Scenario 2
.. Gives large traveller benefits - chiefly due to fares freeze
.. Requires substantial subsidies
.. Environmental improvements relative to Sl, greatest in Central

London
.. Safety improvements
.. No significant impact on economic development overall.
Public transport:- high cost high benefit.

Indications 3
Scenario 3
.. Cautious interpretation required
.. Benefits and costs about 20% of Scenario 2
.. Roads are in environmentally sensitive locations
.. Considerable disruption during construction
.. A package of road schemes alone does not appear cost-

effective
.. Individual scheme performance not identified.
Environment damage and disruption during construction.

'I.r •

Policy conclusions: Management
.. Little possibility of reducing congestion by management alone
.. Urban traffic control in inner London
.. Stricter parking enforcement
.. Environmental traffic management

Central and Inner London
.. Bus priorities in Inner London
.. Improved bus service efficiency.
Management alone could not produce solutions.

Indications 4
Scenario 4
.. Achieves very substantial financial gains

Policy conclusions: Pricing
.. Some subsidy needed

both bus and rail
Road user charges

the key to achieving improvements in the short term.
..
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Pricing not necessarily as high as 1986. Road user charges seem to
be the key to this, in the medium term because of legislation.
Encourage people to shift from cars to public transport.

benefits. Bus fares held constant at 1986 levels, rail fares increased
by 30% in real terms from 1986.

Problems
Taste One
DOT /Govemment felt that this was not the right model. The model
is a useful aid, not a decision making process.
MV A liked the model before it was withdrawn. Sensitivity testing
done.

4. ERP Scenario (See Figure 5)
As strategic scenario except UTC and fares as base.
3 concentric rings

Taste Two
Performance indicators. Road pricing between £1 and £7 per day
1986 prices.

3
SOp

(0700-1900)
Average £4/day
Buses held constant
Rail fare increase by 30% (income increase assumed 46%)

5
SOp

8 kilometers
SOp

peak

Conclusions
Half the benefits of road pricing scheme. P&R place removal.
Electronic road pricing from central authority.
Would you implement permits?
Using revenue to improve PT.
Advice from LP AC given in 1988.
Road pricing and parking restrictions recommended.

Taste III Evaluation
Highway Scenario
1. Low benefits
2. Negative net present value
3. Financially neutral for public transport operators
4. No improvements to accessibility
5. No major effects on traffic levels
6. Accident increase (approx. 170 p.a.)
7. Benefits mainly to car drivers in inner London.
Similar to LAM results, with negative NPU.

TASTE THREE
4 scenarios used

1. BASE SCENARIO (Do minimum)
Broad continuation of existing policies and programmes similar
to Scenario 1 in LAM study. Extensive Urban Traffic Control
(UTC) giving 10% reduction in vehicle hours extending scoot
etc. Fares increased by 60% in real terms from 1986.

Strategic/ERP scenarios
1. High benefits
2. Roughly breakeven net present value
3. Continuing fmancial commitment to public transport operators
4. Substantial net revenue from road pricing (£2lOm-£24Om)
5. Accessibility improvements of between 7 and 35%
6. Traffic levels reduced in

STRAT
Central London by 40
Inner London by 17
Outer London by 1

7. Large accident reductions (approx. 1700-3100 p.a.)
8. Benefits mainly to public transport users in Central and Inner

London.
Breakeven NPU. Although conservative assumptions.
Tony Mayer LeedsIMV A put in for Government grant (ENBS?).

ERP
45%
25%
5%

2. HIGHWAY SCENARIO (See Figure 3)
Major highway proposals representing London Assessment
Studies preferred options, £2.4 bn UTC and fares as Base.

3. STRATEGIC SCENARIO (See Figure 4)
Major rail proposals, £4.8 bn. Road pricing scheme in Central
and Inner London UTC gains used to give environmental
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Conclusions
Key issues
1. Arealboundary effects

Inner ring would be overcrowded and fail.

2. Method of pricing/enforcement
Pay & Display
Electric mechanism - self enforcing.

-- ........."0...0.
-'- Ell:" CORDONS

= '''VE'' THAMU

3. Effect on London's economylbusinesses
Business being released from congestion and they perceive it as
worthwhile.

4. Equity considerations/exemptions
Equity of the disadvantaged benefiting those in the middle
breaking even. Exemptions should not be allowed.

5. Likely levels of congestion relief
20% central land
20% inner 40% central (Taste 3)

6. How released roads pace is used
How road space is released
for - pedestrians

- buses
- environment.

7. Use of revenue generated
Polluters paying

8. Public awareness/acceptability
Vicious circle, bring acceptance.
Attitude study SW London
4/5 general London drivers
4/5 central London drivers

) see the benefits
) see the benefits

Figure 5: Proposed ERP cordons There is need to convince people of the exact form.
Greater need for co-ordination. There is a need to reduce useless
competitiveness. Congestion will get a lot worse.
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Needs a willingness to take measures which seem totally lacking.
GLDP technology is advanced. Demand management is needed.
Environmental issues coming to the fore.
We need a detailed study of road pricing.
DOT against it.
Business will support road pricing.
There has been debate within the Cabinet, Ministers voting 3-14
against. Parkinson, Patton, Major were for it.

Table 2: Performance Indicators, relative to 1986

----------------------------------------------------------------
SCENI\R10 1 2 2A 2D 3 3A 3D 4 4A 4D

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Conclusions

Car Use +21% +18% +15% +20% +22% +22% +19% +18% +11% +15%

Dus Use -30% -16% -12% -29% -29% -29% -20% -20% -12% -16%

Rail Use -5% +5% +11% same -5% -5% +3% +3% +8% +6%

Central Speeds .-35% -13% +18% -22%.-37% -37% +12% +12% +15% +15%

Inner Speeds -15% -9% -5% -11% -7% -10% -3% -7% +4% -3%

Bus Pares +85% same same +41% +81% +82% +64% +46% +42% same

Rail Fares +63% same same +36% +64% +64% +60% +13% +8% same

Environment -- - .++ -- -- -- + ++ +++ ++

Equity -- -- + - -- -- + ++ +++ +

Accidents +15% +11% +7% +13% +14% +14% +10% +11% +7% +6%

Table 3: Economic evaluation relative to Scenario One (£m 1987)

SCElfAR 10 • 2A 28 3 3A 38 • 4A .• 8

Tr.... J I.ra' Tl-a :+481.0 +53tr.3 +290.8 +lS ....9 +138.1 +479.9 +371.3 +39".6 +598.11

Parea. Talt'll'l ... d
Charc •• ."1$1.5 +148.1 +200.6 +9.0 +lL9 -323.4 -331. 2 -1120.1 -1S".l

Yehlelll Opeoratt"ac
Coats +56.9 +113.5 +27.6 +7.7 +5.3 +80.1 +79.7 +143.4 +98.3

Accldents (60~) +9.4 +18.9 +5.9 +2.8 +2.8 +11.6 +6.9 "lao3 +21.9

TOTAL TRAVELLERS'
BENEt {TS +1014.8 +819.7 +-524.7 +18<4.1 +153.1 +248.2 +126.7 -263.7 +519.9

Table 1: LPAC Desk Study: Road User Charges

Using existing legislation
remove car use subsidy
improve parking enforcement
benefits 0.5 X ERP benefits

Parking options perform poorly
lack of through traffic control

ERP slightly better than Area Licences
but privacy/technology problems

Permits can protect disadvantaged
but vertical equity problems remain

Using revenue to improve public transport
substantial extra benefits

Pub. Tra.,s. Operar.ors
(r ..res .. laus costs) -679.2 -620.8 -281.1 +O.J +O.J +6.0 +4.6 +5.6 -207.0

Otbar Publlc Sector
(parlel.,!: rees. tl.«es, +51.0 +JOO.2 +-18.1 -G~J -7.6 +282.2 +286.1 +719.S +28G.4
er.c)

Intrastructure
(annuallsed oYer -92.9 -92.9 -92.9 -126.2 -126.2 -126.2
40 ,C!ars at !)1)

Accident:: ("01:) ·G.J ·12.6 +3.9 ·1.9 ·I.!) "7.8 ......6 "12.2 .. 1 .... G

TOTAl. fltlAliCtAl. GA(r1 -714.8 -400.9 -352.0 -IJO.J -1J1.G ·IG9.8 "2!)5.3 "737.3 "94.0

Extensions to Inner London
less efficient
environmentally better

Need to review public acceptance
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Table 4: Summary Assessment Table 5: Trips and cordon crossings in assessment study tests and
tests for LAPC (X102)

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Option Etti- ReveDuc Eoviroo- Access- Pr-ac'(- +

clency meDl: SL ibili~y ~cabi- ;;! ~~ ~i ::i~ ~
Safety &'Equ~ty I~ty "'~I I I I

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) ~: ">e" "'''' .......... '" CD

--------------------------------------------------------------------- : ~~ :;~ ;;: ~~ ~ ;;:
Improved Enforcement 0 + 20 % +/0/0/+ 0/-/0 : '" ~'" ............

I
Eoforcement a.od + ; 0\0'\ C"I\D -.:t'0\1J)~ •

Subsidy Removal + 80 +130 +/+ +/0/0/+ 0/-/0 '" ~;;: + r: -::.I -::.+ r:: ';' r:
~ ~- MM ~O\ 01.1).'" IJ)

Enforcement:. SUb~idY .B ~. If)1Il 0\0\ Q)~~~ ;:

Removal and Pbysl.cal + 25 +125 ++/+ 0/0/+/+ 0/-/- (I) .:; ~....~:;; ~ ........

Coot:rol u ttl r-4

..:
Comprebensive Parking + 35 +105 +/+ +/-/+/- -/-/0 ~ + 00 00 1'00-:;' ~

"' ...
Supplementary Licensing +140 +340 +++/0 ++/-/--1+ -/-/0 ~ ~ "'..... (X)..... .... '" '" '" :;:

~ OM MOO MOO"'tl"N
~ n\D IJ)~ moO~ ~

SL and Perlllits +135 +300 +++/0 ++/-/0/+ -/-/0 ;:; "':;'" ri

Extensive Permit - 60 +120 ++++/0 -/0/-/- -/0/- .. ...."' ....'" "'.... .....
Syste~ ~ dP I ~ I + I I I ~ +
SL and Public Transport +260 0 +++/++ ++/-/++/+ -/0/- ~~ I ",.... ""'" "'''''''.... r-

• • CD 1 NM ~~ :ri~~~ ~
Elect;roD1.C Road Pric1ng : ~ \D • \D M.~ .-t

8.nd Permits +190 +310 +++/+ ++/-/-/+ -/0/- ri..
ERP and Public +310 0 +++/++ ++/-/++/+ -/0/- ];;, ri'" riO ririO.... '"
Transport ~ - I I + I I I + +

ERP Inner London +170 +560 +++/++ +/-/-/+ -/0/- ~, ......... "'''' "''''ri''' '"
~ I ~~ o. ~MO~ w

>. IU I M~ ow O·I(·...MW 0
-------------------------- "0 :::E I 0'1 Ul \D M <0:1" M .....

:l' ......,
(I) ..

Key: (1) £m pa net ["esource benefits .. ::;; I N..... ~~ <f~!:;C-: 7
(2) £JD pa net revenue ~ ~ - : + I ,: ::

(3) Centra.~ London/lnner.Londo~ ~ ... : '" r- 0 0 .... : :::

(4) Accessl.bility/Vertical Equl.t:y/Otber Equity/Economy en 0 I ........ ~::;; O"''''M '" I

(5) Legisla.tion/Staffing/Otber :: ":;;': ::::::: "'''' ....::::"'''' '" I ~ ..
til :£ I 0'1 ~w M ::s 0)..:e I..... ....,

POI' columns (3) - (5) : (I) III

IV I ~~ ~~ ~:;;6:;; ~ .. >,
+ ••• ++++ indica.te deg["ees of. beneti t ~: <0:1" lfl ~ ~ 0) g ~ ~:: w til::! ~ 'g
o ind1cates 11t"tle net change CD: 0"1 ..... 0) '0 CD C ~ ~

indica.te dcgcees ot. dlsbece tl t I ~ 6 ~.g VI
ou 0 LI - Q.tU

~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~~~ <0 ~ ~~
~ M..... ~2 ~g ~~~~ ~u 8 <~
~ C~ CC 1

~ ~ri. ~~ gg g.g: ci~
u ~8 ~ ~8 ~~ ~g: ~~
:3 u~';:u~t-4~ !,:!_..::r~1 *+

c _~ ~ -~.... ~ .... ~

~~ ~~ .... ~~ ~~ :~.~~~ ~, ~
~g ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~3~~ ~~~: ~~~
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Question and answer session
Q. John Cartledge, LRPC, regarding hypothication?
A. Cannot hypothicate taxes, can hypothicate charges.

Q. David Spence, is there evidence to show how many people
would suffer? Is there any way to encourage people to walk or
cycle?

A. Walk and cycle. Large numbers could be persuaded if the
safety and comfort issues could be ironed out.Q. Was there a colinearity result about slowing of road speeds at

the same time as decrease in traffic in Central London?
A. Number of vehicles hasn't decreased and a ring of congestion

throttling London.
Q. Vicious circle - only a small group of people needed to shift?
A. People who drive in park all day will be fIrst target.

Q. Equity?
A. We have removed the choice of low income car users, but there

is a choice with model. There will be losses on specific modes.

Q. Ernest Godward, LUL, do you have to sell the ideas behind the
scheme before you look at the hardware?

A. Unless a trial is conducted people will not be able to justify the
benefits.

Q. Martin Higginson, peak hour fare surcharge?
A. Differential pricing by keeping bus fares down. Q. Attitude studies need to be sold as a starter?

A. Growing number conducted but some stated preference work
needed.Q. LAM model rejected by Government. Are there any

indications on LTS working?
A. LTS certain models are better in different circumstances.

Intention to develop something like LAM but more use
friendly but with process LTS data.

Q. Freight Transport consultant, no mention in rating the "utility"
placed by people on journey?
Freight vehicles, delivering and parking up etc. Goods vehicle
operators will see this as a tax on their operation and pass it on
to end users.

A. Just in Time Techniques. These would show that efficiency
would be increased and offset cost.

Q. Martin Mogeridge, length of time 1964 speed? If you reduce
traffic by certain amount then you can speed up buses. Road
pricing system can be developed that will be more expensive
but will give a real choice between public transport and car.
Marginal pricing. Once you have decided to buy a good, a
choice has to be made between the goods that fit the
characteristic. M.M. anticipates road pricing in next
Parliament.

Q. Ed Humphries, MVA, confidentiality - Big Brother fears are
generated by ERP?

A. Smart card technology should reduce this worry.

Q. C1 and C2 groups of votes need to be wooed (Middle Ground
Group).

Q. David Roberts, All modes of transport should be used, perhaps
on PCU rating?

A. Agreed that this was benefit.

Q. Alan Sturt, Road littered with studies. Install the hardware
"smart curd" and try it out. Province Nord Holland is an area
where this is to be tried.

A. Mersey Tunnel considering using road pricing. 10 years to iron
out the bug in the hardware. Stockholm experiments faltered.

Q. Vital need for experimentation on town like Nottingham.
Complete change of thinking towards fmancial thinking. Land
use changes. Canary Wharf 500% increase in trips per annum?

A. Nowhere is quite like Central London. The City is studying
unified business rate. Canary Wharf development was out of
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step with transport infrastructure. This shows the problems
that can develop.

policy. The fact that there were differences between the countries,
suggesting one should not emulate another (to paraphrase Kissen) is
not, to my view, a valid issue. Each of the other case study railways
was different from each of the others, as were their countries, but in
most cases, all six taken together were different from Britain. What is
valid was the widespread recognition in 1983-4,much greater today,
that something has to be done about car use. But, until such time as
we can reduce the necessity to move (through different land use
policies) one cannot contemplate that without having an alternative
transport system. Urban and national rail could help considerably if
they were properly supported and were affordable to all potential
and actual users.

Q. Singapore is electrifying its road pricing, what does this tell us
about charging cars coming into London on one off basis?

A. Experiments show £15 per car can provide a reasonably tamper
proof installation.

Report by David Ramsey, Transport Planner, London Borough of
Camden

BR: A EUROPEAN RAILWAY - A RESPONSE

Improvements to BR are not simply a matter of crossrail in London,
as Kissen seems to suggest. A glance at Investing in British Rail
shows a mass of possibilities, the majority of which would have no
problem in meeting the criteria on which road investment is based,
and would win hands down if environment could be adequately
evaluated. But what is happening to BR? They are being forced to
be profitable, a concept scarcely even considered once you get
beyond the English Channel. Investment has to come out of their
own resources, which means either selling off very valuable land
which may well be needed when the oil runs out, or increasing fares
- an absurdity if one is trying to effect switches from private road
travel. A tiny amount of new line has been constructed around the
Selby coalfield, and the PTEs have tried hard; some new stations
have arisen, and many others are being rebuilt (to make rail
attractive for privatisation?). Fares are very high if you have to
travel at peak. Services are increasingly unreliable, particularly for
commuters - and here there is a powerful argument for free travel
cards as an alternative to, or instead of, company cars.

ARTICLES

John Roberts, TEST

It's strange looking back to something you produced seven
years ago, remembering the circumstances, locking into the politics
of the time, recalling the vast amount of travel and time that went
into it in parallel with a necessarily impoverished pressure-group
client. But John Kissen has initiated this process, so let's see what
can be done to respond to his comments.

The two volumes of BR: A European Railway (BRER)
followed immediately after Investing in British Rail which was our
response for Transport 2000 to David Serpell's attempt to upstage
Beeching. The context was therefore one of threat to the British
Rail network; and, for those who cared to notice, the great health
and environmental damage being provided by the private car. This
conflict translated into the advocacy planning which quietly runs
through BRER. A comparison was initiated between BR and six
mainland European railways on two bases: investment, and fares,

So, we make a comparison with the mainland railways. What
do we fmd? Levels of investment normally much higher than those
permitted BR, yet normally paid directly by the State. Thus, in real
terms, for BR 1976-82a reduction per capita from about 12 to about
4 ECUs; Germany ran steadily at about 20-24 ECUs/capita; Swiss
railways about 45; SNCF steady around 14; Netherlands increasing
from 8 to 14; Sweden increasing from 15 to 25; Italy no comparable
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data but about 18 in 1981. Is Britain the only one in step? Or was
BR off to such a good start it didn't need investment? Look at the
passenger-kmlcapita on rail in 1981: Switzerland 1517; France 1026;
Sweden 863; Italy 704; Germany 674; Netherlands 657; Britain 548.
And freight, in tonne-kmlcapita in 1981? Sweden (long distances)
1813; Switzerland and France 1180; Germany 984; BR 313; Italy 300;
Netherlands 236. And, on fares? We were able to compute, in
ECUs, passenger receipts/passenger-km for 16 European railways at
1972, 1977 and 1981. For 1981 they ranked as Belgium 100;
Germany 76; BR 55; and all others below this, with Greece at least
at 20. We concluded not unreasonably I think, that there was
something wrong with the state of Britain.

COMING TO TERMS

Professor John Hibbs, Birmingham Polytechnic

I would like to suggest that we avoid for the future the use of
those twin terms 'competition in the market' and 'competition for
the market'. They are not only loose and inaccurate, as I hope to
show, but they serve to confuse debate over transport policy.

Kissen appears to feel that German investment in S-Bahn
makes comparison with Britain a distortion, as Britain already had
similar schemes in 9 cities. But, have you travelled on Birmingham's
PTE trains, and also on Stuttgart's S-Bahn? Have you tried the
Rhein-Rhur S-Bahn system which links four cities of greater than
500,000 population - with which we could approximately compare
Nottingham-Derby-Leicester-Loughborough - and what do they
have? What does Bristol have? Apart from Newcastle, have you
sampled interchange (Leeds BR and 'S-Bahn' use a central station
which is about 1.5 miles walk from the bus station). Kissen makes
no mention of U-Bahn investment where even Niirnberg, a city of
less than 500,000, has its own U-Bahn. What has Birmingham got,
with a population twice that size? While I fully accept that
Strathclyde now has a good system, and Tyne & Wear an excellent if
limited system, I have doubts about Kissen's remarks concluding this
section: 'In general therefore changes in the operation of suburban
railways in British provincial cities have led to a level of service
comparable to that of the S-Bahn systems in Germany, although
without the same level of penetration into the CED, but with less
capital expenditure.' My italicised part suggests to me something of
an own-goal.

To start with, competition in the market is a tautology. As
economists, we really ought not to let that one get away.
Competition is a necessary and sufficient defmition of what happens
in a market. The fact that neither markets nor competition are ever
likely to be 'perfect' is neither here nor there - we are talking about
a Weberian ideal type, which we fmd a useful explanatory concept.

With that out of the way, we can turn to the neologism
competition for the market, which is worse than meaningless; it is
actually misleading. Economists from Adam Smith on have assumed
that market behaviour arises out of human needs, and the commonly
accepted duality of a market or a planned economy illustrates how
we use the term. All over East Europe it is becoming plain that you
cannot design and create a market.

We are invited to see the allocation of franchised monopolies,
in the bus industry, as 'competition for the market', just because the
allocation is done after tenders have been put in. To call the
process competition is to fly in the face of reason, and we would do
well to agree a self-denying ordinance, and avoid both terms. Then
the agricultural implement of franchised monopoly can be called the
spade that it really is.

I shall be interested to hear the comments of others.
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ESSAY COMPETITION

NEW EDITOR FOR THE TRANSPORT ECONOMIST Subject: A current and original topic in Transport Economics

It was six years ago that the post of Editor of the Transport
Economist was offered to me following Peter White's ten year
period of tenure. I have enjoyed the job immensely. It is a role that
enables a person to develop a particular style and character of a
magazine, and hopefully produce something which you, the reader,
looks forward to - albeit sometimes later than you thought! Through
the editorship I have met almost all our speakers and even read the
books reviewed. ('Do academics still read books?' I was asked
recently - probably only for review.) During the last six years many
people have made kind and complimentary remarks about the TE;
some others not so kind and probably deservedly so.

Length: 2000-3000words

Closing Date: 31 March 1991

Prizes: First prize £250; Second prize £100

But six years is a long period of editing, and I have felt for
sometime that a change would be good for the TE and for its
readers. So after discussions with Peter and the Committee, Peter
suggested Laurie Baker from the London Borough of Camden as
Editor.

Address: Entries, clearly marked "TEG ESSAY COMPETITION",
and with the author's name and address, should be sent to:

Peter White
Transport Studies Group
Polytechnic of Central London
35 Marylebone Road
London NW1 5LS

Rules: Essays should be typed.
The essays will be judged by the Committee.
The Committee are barred from entering the competition.

Laurie has, I'm pleased to say, accepted. He will be an
excellent editor; the magazine is in safe hands and I would like to
take this opportunity of extending my very best wishes to him over
the next few years as Editor. To provide continuity, the Committee,
Laurie and I have agreed that this issue will be edited by me, Laurie
and I will then do the next edition together, but with Laurie in the
driving seat. I will then get out of the car/bus/train, and not, as a
recently retired local resident of SW1 remarked, be a 'back seat
driver' (clearly she is a car user!), thus leaving Laurie in sole charge.

MEMBERSHIP NEWS

Best wishes to Laurie as Editor and to all our readers for the
New Year - hard ECU and all.

This is the time of year when past members who, for some
reason or another, have not paid their membership subscription for
this current year, are removed from the membership list and
therefore cease to receive the Transport Economist and details of
our forthcoming activities. I appreciate that absence from one's
permanent address due to undertaking distant projects, or more
mundane reasons like losing the reminder notice, can account for
failure to pay at the due time - we are all human! But we must have
some regulation for me to follow in this matter. Therefore if a
colleague complains to you that he or she has been unaccountably
(to him or her) deprived of the benefits of membership of the TEG,

Stuart Cole, Editor (retired)
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kindly suggest to him or her the probable reason and that a letter
(plus cheque if appropriate) to me will almost certainly put the
matter right.

Members should also receive at about this time the List of
Members circulated to members for their personal use. Please
check that the details recorded against your name are appropriate
and meet with your wishes. I do get amendments to entries from
time to time - usually recording what appears to be a promotion I
am glad to say, and many of you are most meticulous in telling me of
changes in address for correspondence purposes. Thank you to
those who have taken this trouble and my apologies to any who,
having forwarded such amendments to me, are still getting their
correspondence forwarded to them from an old address.

There are only a few new members to report this time. Paul
Everitt, who is Economist and Project Officer at the British Road
Federation, noticed that his predecessor was a member of the
Group and promptly followed this good example and joined us in
August.

We now have another member from Steer Davies & Gleave -
Nick Mottram. Nick says he is a Transport Planner & Economist
for SD&G, and, like so many other recent recruits to the Group he
has overseas experience - New Zealand, in his case.

Finally there is Christopher Jolly who joined us in September.
He is Managing Director of ROADTRAKS and has spent much of
his career in marketing.

Don Box, Membership Secretary
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TRANSPORT ECONOMISTS GROUP

AGENDA

The Annual General Meeting of the Transport Economists Group
will be held on Wednesday 20 March 1991 at 17.30 at the
Polytechnic of Central London Transport Studies Group.

This will precede the talk by Dr. Norman Lee at 18.30.

Any items for discussion at the AGM should be sent to Ernest
Godward, Room 511, South Wing, London Underground Ltd. 55
Broadway, London SWIH OBD prior to the meeting.

PROGRAMME

LONDON AREA MEETINGS

All meetings are held on the third Wednesday of the month (except
December) at 18.30, at the Polytechnic of Central London, 35
Marylebone Road, London NW1 5LS. Enquiries to the Chairman,
P.R. White, at PCL (071-9115000 X3104)

16 January 1991 Management & Employee Buyouts in the
Bus Industry
Alan Kreppel, South Wales Transport

19 February 1991 Links with Europe - Policy and Infrastructure
One-day seminar - details below

20 February 1991 Airline Mergers
Barry Humphries, Civil Aviation Authority
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20 March 1991 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
followed by
Assessing the Environmental Benefits of
PublicTransport
Dr Norman Lee, University of Manchester

17 April 1991 LocmD~rtD~nmGrem
Britain and New ZeaJarul: A Comparison
Russell Kilvington, Steer Davies & Gleave

15 May 1991 How the National Economy affects BR's FirumciaJ
Performance
Tim Ogier, Policy Unit, British Railways Board

19 June 1991 To be announced

ONE DAY SEMINAR

A one day seminar on the theme of Links with Europe - Policy and
Infrastructure will be held on Tuesday 19 February 1991. Speakers
will include Dr. John Rickard of the Department of Transport,
Malcolm Southgate, British Rail Channel Tunnel, Director, Dr.
Roger Vickerman of the University of Kent, David Bruce of Bristol
Polytechnic, and Kerry Hamilton of Bradford University. Further
details from Andrew Spencer at PCL (address below).

COMMITTEE 1990/91

CHAIRMAN:
Peter White, Senior Lecturer in Public Transport Systems,
Transport Studies Group, Polytechnic of Central London, 35
Marylebone Road, London NW15LS (071-911500 X 3104)
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VICE-CHAIRMAN:
Peter Collins, Commercial & Transport Planning Manager,
London Transport, 55 Broadway, London SW1H OBD (071-227
3368)

SECRETARY:
Ernest Godward, Room 511, South Wing, London Underground
Ltd., 55 Broadway, London SW1H OBD (071-227 3757)

TREASURER & MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY:
Don Box, 73 Silverdale Road, Earley, Reading RG6 2NF (0734 64064)

PUBLICATIONS EDITOR:
Stuart Cole, Principal Lecturer in Transport Economics & Policy,
The Business School, Polytechnic of North London, 383 Holloway
Road, London N7 8DB (071-6072789 X 2457)

LONDON PROGRAMME ORGANISER:
Roland Niblett, Strategic Planning Manager, BR Network South
East, Euston House, Eversholt Street, London NW1 (071-9226939)

COMMITTEE MEMBER:
Andrew Spencer, Senior Lecturer, Transport Studies Group,
Polytechnic of Central London, 35 Marylebone Road, London NWl
5LS (071-911 5000 X 3090)
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